Thank you for considering WALLPANEL products for your valuable construction project.
We value your business and will pledge our commitment to guide and assist you through every step for a
successful and timely completion.
WALLPANEL is not just another “SIP” (Structural Insulated Panel) or just another alternative construction
method. What WALLPANEL represents is the answer to better designs, strength, construction speed and
cost advantages. These solutions were previously unattainable for the construction of walls, floors, roofs
and ceilings with a single panel design.
The WALLPANEL design is so efficient that in International Code Council tests for rack and shear,
WALLPANEL panels were tested to resist lateral forces above 13,000 pounds. These values proved to be
greater than 10 times the strength of wood construction and from two to four times stronger than the rest of
the systems currently on the market – bar none.
WALLPANEL can be manufactured with insulation values from R30 to R60 and in just six inches of
thickness. A single worker can erect up to 150 lineal feet of wall in a single day. The same worker can then
complete framing, insulate and route wire for a 2,500 sq. ft. house in just four more days. Simply stated that
is phenomenal!
WALLPANEL has many other advantages too. Consider this; because of its unique design, WALLPANEL
simplifies and expedites plumbing, electrical wiring as well as the attachment of sheet rock, trusses, doors,
windows, fixtures and furnishings. These features represent further savings in man hours and will shorten
completion schedules to unbelievable record times.
Price is just one advantage of the WALLPANEL system. It eliminates uncertainties and reduces short term
financing costs to almost nothing. WALLPANEL drastically reduces adverse financing charge backs and
change orders due to delays, extended labor and material losses before completion.
WALLPANEL is an ecological system that uses 25% less energy for heating and cooling in direct
comparison to conventional construction methods. This savings can represent a $200.00, $500.00 or more
reduction per month considering today’s costly utilities that are on the rise.
If you are a General Contractor or Developer you will be able to offer your clients and their clients the most
desirable owner benefits that we have described above. Your conscious and professional approach will
build a customer satisfaction record that will separate you from the rest.
You are now aware of a revolutionary system that leaves nothing to chance and will make your project
incredibly better. It won’t cost you more and when all the advantages plus energy savings are tallied rest
assured that this system will make you profit beyond just being “Green”.
The WALLPANEL system makes it possible for you to know you will be doing the right thing, spending less
and getting more. You now have all the answers and the opportunity before you so use WALLPANEL on
your next project and lets start building a better and more efficient world by accomplishing excellence.
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